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PROGRAM 2018
Day 1 Thursday, 26th April 2018
8:30 am – 8:50 am

Registration – Big School Room - tea and coffee available

8:50 am – 9:00 am

Welcome and Housekeeping – Big School Room
Mr Tim Browning / Headmaster / St Peter’s College

9:00 am – 9:20 am

Sponsorship Speakers – Big School Room
RoboRoos / Education Perfect / Credit Union SA / JSMEP

9:20 am – 10:30 am

Plenary 1 – Big School Room & Plenary 2 – Room 25
Plenary 1 - Professor Tony Roberts / University of Adelaide
Plenary 2 - Mr Andrew Lorimer-Derham / Think Square

10.30 am – 11:00 am

Morning Tea / visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall

11:00 am – 12.00 pm

Workshop 1

12:05 pm – 1:05 pm

Workshop 2

1:10 pm – 2:00 pm

Lunch / visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall

2:05 pm – 3:05 pm

Workshop 3

3:10 pm – 4:10 pm

Plenary 3 – Big School Room
- Professor Martin Westwell / SACE Board

OR

Day 2 Friday, 27th April 2018
7.30 am – 8.30 am

“Hosted Breakfast” Sponsored by Australian Mathematics Trust
At Rustic Gourmet, 58 King William Street, Kent Town (limit 30)
(click here) to register for breakfast

8:30 am – 8.50 am

Registration – Big School Room - tea and coffee available

8:50 am – 9.00 am

Welcome and Housekeeping – Big School Room

9:00 am – 9:25 am

Sponsorship Speakers – Big School Room
Math300 / Mathletics / Mangahigh / Maths Pathway /
Texas Instruments

9:30 am – 10:40 am

Plenary 1 – Big School Room & Plenary 2 – Room 25
Plenary 1 - Dr Ian Thomson / Trinity College OR
Plenary 2 - Ms Angela Norman / St Peter’s College

10.40 am – 11:00 am

Morning tea / visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall

11:05 am – 12:05 pm

Workshop 4

12:10 pm – 1:10 pm

Workshop 5

1:10 pm – 2:00 pm

Lunch / visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall

2:05 pm – 3:05 pm

Workshop 6

3:10 pm – 4:10 pm

“Happy Hour” Sponsored by CASIO / Da Costa Dining Hall
- Raffle / Prize draws / enter Evaluation Form to win!
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Plenary 1: Thursday 26th April – Day 1
Professor Tony Roberts / University of Adelaide, South Australia
Bio: Prof Roberts was awarded BSc (Hons -1st class) at Adelaide University
in 1978 and a PhD in 1982. He has been Professor of Applied Mathematics
at the University of Adelaide since 2008, after various teaching and
research roles in AU and USQ since he graduated. He has wide research
interests which can be viewed (click here).
Abstract: Mathematics reform for the 21st Century
In the first decades of this century, two major developments emerged: `big data'; and ubiquitous
computing. International reviews highlight that the ability to collect and analyse big datasets in the
natural sciences, economics, the web and social networks presents both opportunities and challenges
for mathematics. Students have more computing power in each of their smart-phones than the Apollo
rockets took to the moon. Consequently, the mathematics curriculum at both university and school
must adapt.
In `big data' the matrix singular-value decomposition is one of the core mathematical techniques: we
teachers need to know something about it, and to bring it forward in the curriculum.
A modicum of programming skills empowers such mathematical techniques, so we need to seamlessly
incorporate computing techniques into learning mathematics---but only where useful.
These quantitative skills are demanded by more and more disciplines and must sit alongside and
complement conventional skills in mathematical analysis and modelling to form the mainstream
mathematics of this century.

Plenary 2: Thursday 26th April – Day 1
Mr Andrew Lorimer-Derham / Think Square
Bio: Andrew is a passionate educator and inventor who is
relentlessly creating unique ways to spread a love of mathematics.
Andrew’s desire to build skills and confidence in his students has
seen him develop Think Square (a suite of hands-on maths games),
Mirrogram (the world’s first reflective clothing line) and Skillhouettes
(an app to track and record motor skill development).
Andrew takes great pleasure in demonstrating what a joyful,
imaginative and playful pursuit maths can (and should) be. He is not afraid to think differently, make
mistakes and try new things. Whether that’s playing tug-of-war to teach algebra or taking Year 12’s to
every train station in Melbourne in 24 hours as a Networks problem.
Andrew will inspire you to see possibilities, be creative, and think outside the box as you shape the next
generation of mathematicians.

Abstract: Intentional fun (Balancing purpose and pleasure)
For many students’ maths is associated with words like boring, pointless and scary. As educators we
have the privilege and responsibility to change that perception.
This hands-on keynote will broaden your scope of what’s possible in the maths classroom and help you
recognise opportunities for intentional fun which balance purpose and pleasure.
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We will explore a range of low-floor-high-ceiling games and activities to help increase your capacity
to:
·
·
·
·
·

Engage learners of any ability
Build skills and confidence in your weaker learners
Get students working together and thinking out loud
Encourage curiosity and creative thinking
Provide rich, challenging tasks
Come prepared to play.

Plenary 3: Thursday 27th April – Day 2 – afternoon 3.10 pm to 4.10 pm
Professor Martin Westwell / SACE Board
Bio: Professor Martin Westwell is the Chief Executive of the SACE Board,
responsible for the leadership of the SACE Board's work in curriculum, assessment,
certification, reporting and data/information services. The SACE Board provides
these services in China, Malaysia, Vietnam, Vanuatu, the Norther Territory, and of
course in South Australia.
After completing his degree and PhD at Cambridge University, Martin moved to
Oxford University as a Fellow of Lincoln College. A winding career path through
the biotech industry and a number of science innovation and education
organisations returned him to Oxford University as the Deputy Director of the
Institute for the Future of the Mind. He and his family moved to South Australia in
2007 where he took up the position of Director of the Flinders Centre for Science Education in the 21st
Century and then Strategic Professor in the Science of Learning at Flinders University. His children
attended public schools in South Australia.
Martin was a Chief Investigator in the national ARC Science of Learning Research Centre,
collaborating with classroom teachers to use principals from cognitive science in the development of
pedagogical approaches and assessment practices. His research has also included the development
of electronic assessment items, using machine learning to interrogate large education data sets, and
the use of mobile eye-tracking technology to better understand how students allocate their attention.
He has worked with UNESCO using evidence to inform strategic planning of education in the AsiaPacific region and has been a member of the steering group of their research network.
Martin has worked extensively with education systems and other organisations to use evidence to
inform policy, practice, innovation and impact in education. He was a Board Member of the SACE
Board for five years before taking on the role of Chief Executive.

Abstract: The changing demands on mathematics education
Procedural fluency, conceptual understanding, adaptive reasoning, strategic competence, and a
productive disposition – the “interwoven and interdependent strands of mathematical proficiency”
were the starting point of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics. Inevitably, compromises were struck,
and even the watered-down proficiencies were hard to find in the content-heavy achievements
standards. Naturally, assessment practices responded and students were tested in who could collect
the biggest bag of marks in one area of mathematics before moving on to the next. Pretty gloomy!
The world continued to change and in 2014 the OECD’s Critical Maths for Innovative Societies gave
focus to complex, unfamiliar and non-routine tasks. Strategic competence was back in the game and
students were being asked to use choose which part of their mathematics repertoire they could
transfer into strange situations to construct a response to an ill-formed question. They might need some
just-in-time learning and pass off the time-consuming calculations, graph plotting and algebra to a
computer. The new demands on mathematics education from which the Australian Curriculum had
shied away returned for good.
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So what next? Recent evidence about the decline of jobs for which mathematics expertise is sufficient
was a wake-up call to us all. But jobs that required a combination of maths skills and social skills are on
the increase, both in number and value. So what does that mean for curriculum, assessment and
pedagogy? What might relevant and valid assessment look like these days? Who cares if a student
can pass a mathematics exam? It probably depends on what the exam results can tell us. Who can
collect the biggest bag of marks doesn’t tell us much. What about creative thinking, mathematicsrelated social skills and the ethical use of mathematics and statistics? Should it be possible for a student
be able to get an A grade in mathematics without demonstrating these capabilities?

Plenary 1: Friday 27th April – Day 2
Dr Ian Thomson / Trinity College
Bio: Having migrated from Scotland, Ian began teaching mathematics in
South Australian schools in the 1990s. In 2006, he moved to Queensland
where he was the Head of Mathematics at Ormiston College, Brisbane. Last
year, Ian and his family returned “home” to South Australia. Ian is currently
the Head of Middle School Mathematics at Trinity College, SA. Ian has
given technology-related presentations and workshops at conferences in
Brisbane, Melbourne, Kuala Lumpur and Pattaya.
Abstract: Using Technology Meaningfully in Mathematics Education
The use of technology in mathematics education is widespread. In recent times, a plethora of
technological tools has become available to maths teachers. But how can these tools be used in a
meaningful way? Drawing on my experiences as a maths teacher, I will describe some key
technologies that have the power to enhance and transform the teaching and learning of
mathematics. A sample of techniques will be covered including the power of digital ink, the use of
videos, online learning, and the gentle introduction of coding into mathematics tasks.
Technology in mathematics education is valuable when it enhances the acquisition of mathematical
knowledge. This knowledge can either be associated with procedures or concepts. It is beneficial to
align the type of technology that is available with the kind of knowledge that we would like our
students to acquire. Moreover, as we progress deeper into the 21st century, there is a growing need to
nurture creativity. This goal is supported by allowing students the freedom to be active users of
technology.

Plenary 2: Friday 27th April – Day 2
Ms Angela Norman / St Peter’s College
Bio: Angela Norman originally trained In the UK, and has taught Junior
Primary for ten years. She is currently working as a Year 3 teacher at St
Peter’s College, and is an Apple Distinguished Educator and Microsoft
Innovative Educator.
Abstract: Getting started with 1:1 technology as a classroom teacher
Skills and practices that underpin technology for learning
The SAMR model: purposeful use of technology in the classroom setting
Reimagining resources and assessment
Accessibility: opening up learning for pupils with additional needs.
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DAY 1 Thursday 26th April, 2018
8:30 am – 8:50 am
8:50 am – 9:00 am
9:00 am – 9:20 am
9:20 am – 10:30 am
10:30 am – 11:00 am

Registration – Big School Room – tea and coffee available
Welcome and Housekeeping – Big School Room
Mr Tim Browning / Headmaster / St Peter’s College
Sponsorship Speakers / RoboRoos / Education Perfect / Credit Union SA
JSMEP – MASA / DECD Junior Secondary Mathematics Enrichment Project
Plenary 1 – Big School Room – Professor Tony Roberts
OR
Plenary 2 - Room 25 – Mr Andrew Lorimer-Derham
Morning Tea – visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall

11:00 am – 12:00 pm Workshop 1 –
Session
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

Presenter and Title
Sheree Arnold / Loxton High School
Critical and Creative Thinking in Mathematics
Alastair Lupton / Le Fevre High School
Hand-held technology resources - a guided tour
Anne Oke / MASA
Simpson’s rule and what it means
Mike Clapper / Australian Mathematics Trust
Number genetics
Allie Campbell & Stefania Pulford / Thebarton Senior College
Ozobots & the 6D's
Jo Kellaway / Australian Science & Mathematics School
Points and lines and circles.. Oh my!
Ashleigh Callins / Kapunda High School
Strategies for developing oracy and rich mathematical discourse in the
Middle Years
Isabelle Hoadley & Brian Lannen – O’Loughlin Catholic College &
Wodonga Institute of TAFE
Monte Carlo Simulation: Throwing 'probability darts' for a non-calculus
determination of areas bounded by curves
Nick Bell / Education Perfect
Using Education Perfect to inform your students and your teaching to
improve learning in maths
Immanuel Selvaraj / Tutoring Wiz
Implementing a Structured Revision Process in class - How the
Tutoring process can help fulfil this objective

Year
levels

Room

6-10

5

8-12

10

11-12

7

5-10

6

6-10

23

General

12

6-9

24

10-12

11

4-12

8

General

25

Year
levels

Room

11-12

11

Early
career

5

4-8

23

11-12

12

General

6

F-10

7

2.05 pm – 1.05 pm Workshop 2 –
Session
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Presenter and title
John Bament & Isabelle Hoadley / O’Loughlin Catholic College
Enhancing students understanding of common functions using modelling
Dylan Agnew / Kadina Memorial School
Starting out as a maths teacher
Maryanne Rischmueller / Two Wells Primary School
Odds and evens
Deb Woodard-Knight / Walford Anglican School for Girls’
Using the CASIO fxCG50AU
Alison Allan / Pembroke School
Why do we have to study this? We’ll never use it!
Nadia Abdelal / Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Warm ups and engaging classroom activities
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2.7

2.8
2.9
2.10

Geoff Phillips / Geoff Phillips Publications
Fifty50 Mathematics: Free worksheets and the software used to create
them
Allan Dougan / 3P Learning
The role of AR in Mathematics learning
Nick Kyriazis / Le Fevre High School
Middle school task to introduce linearity
Anthony Harradine / Prince Alfred College
Time to learn to program?

General

25

F-5

24

6-10

10

7-12

8

Yr levels

Room

11-12

7

General

8

6-10

10

10

25

7-12

11

5-10

6

3-11

23

3-8

5

5-9

12

General

24

1.10 pm – 2.00 pm – Lunch – visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall
2:05 pm - 3:05 pm Workshop 3 –
Session
3.1
3.2
3.3

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8
3.9
3.10

Presenter and title
Lisa Southwell / Trinity College Gawler
The General Maths Course and the Future of Work
David Butler / University of Adelaide
Quarter the Cross: Fractions, geometry and reasoning for all levels
Alastair Lupton / Le Fevre High School
Hand-held technology in the middle school - Stats and functions with a
Casio graphics calculator
Timothy Bond / Gleeson College
Using OneNote in Year 10 Statistics
John Bament / O’Loughlin Catholic College
Art of mathematics
Mike Clapper / Australian Mathematics Trust
Algebra or story telling
Raiph McPherson / Seaton High School
From Fingers to Polynomials: a constructivist approach to teaching place
value
Richard Korbosky / Dapma Educational Consultancy
Maths card games that make you think for Year 3-8
Helen Booth / Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Thinking outside the strand
Dr Neil Davis & Tom Frossinakis / Australian Science & Mathematics
School / MASA
Will you still love me if I give you the answer?

3.10 pm – 4.10 pm – Plenary 3 – Professor Martin Westwell / Big School Room
DAY 2 Friday 27h April, 2018
7:30 am – 8:30 am

“Hosted Breakfast” Sponsored by Australian Mathematics Trust
at Rustic Gourmet, 58 King William Street, Kent Town (limit 30)

8:30 am – 8:50 am
8:50 am – 9:00 am

Registration – Big School Room - tea and coffee available
Welcome and Housekeeping – Big School Room

9:00 am – 9.25 am

Sponsorship Speakers – Big School Room
Math300 / Mathletics / Mangahigh / Maths Pathway / Texas Instruments
Plenary 1 – Dr Ian Thomson – Big School Room
OR
Plenary 2 – Ms Angela Norman – Room 25

9.30 am – 10.40 am
10.40 am – 11.00 am

Morning tea – visit Trade Displays – Da Costa Dining Hall
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11:00 am – 12:00 pm Workshop 4 –
Session
4.1
4.2

4.3
4.4

4.5
4.6
4.7

4.8
4.9

Presenter and title

Yr
levels

Anne Oke / MASA
Mathematical Induction
Isabelle Hoadley & Brian Lannen / O’Loughlin Catholic College &
Wodonga Institute of TAFE
Maths in Motion - Plane geometry, rates and Linear Motion with a
programmable robot car
Mike Hawkey / Two Wells Primary School
Engaging in maths with Scratch
Diana Agnew & Bruce White / Naracoorte High School & University of
South Australia
Developing algebraic, geometric and statistical reasoning
Kate Manuel / Australian Association of Mathematics Teachers
Let’s play a card game!
Dr Amie Albrecht / University of South Australia
The game of SET
Richard Korbosky / Dapma Educational Consultancy
Engaging students in applied maths that deals with real life using real
data
Maryanne Rischmueller / Two Wells Primary School
Sorting and grouping activities to teach Number sense
David Butler / University of Adelaide
⌊n!/e⌉ - my favourite formula

Room

11-12

7

7-10

11

3-7

23

7-10

12

2-6

10

General

25

General

5

R-3

24

8-12

8

12:05 pm – 1:05 pm – Workshop 5 –
Session
5.1

5.2
5.3

5.4
5.5
5.6

5.7
5.8

Presenter and title

Yr
levels

Michelle Kueh / Mangahigh.com
The Neuroscience of Learning – Games Based Learning as a powerful
way of training the brain to understand and build long term memory
Richard Korbosky / Dapma Educational Consultancy
Maths card games that make you think for Year R-2
Isabelle Hoadley & Brian Lannen O’Loughlin Catholic College & Wodonga
Institute of TAFE
The importance of Algorithmic Thinking in Problem Solving
Andrew Lorimer-Derham / Think Square : Learn Happy
Mind your Language! Teaching Mathematical vocabulary so it sticks
Marjut Maenpaa / Pembroke School
IT's done and IT's free
Jo Kellaway / Australian Science & Mathematics School
Geogebra beyond the basics - I can draw a line and plot a function - so
what next?
Mike Clapper / Australian Mathematics Trust
Algorithmic Thinking
Lisa Southwell / Trinity College Gawler
Statistics and telling the story

1:10 pm – 2.00 pm – Lunch – visit Trade Displays / Da Costa Dining Hall
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Room

K - 10

24

R-2

5

7-12

11

General

23

General

10

7-12

12

5-10

6

11-12

7

2:05 pm – 3:05 pm Workshop 6 –
Session
6.1
6.2

6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

6.8

6.9

Presenter and title

Yr
levels

Dr Vikram Garaniya/ Australian Maritime College, University of Tasmania
Maritime Engineering Maths in Schools Program
Jo Kellaway, Jules Potiki & Matt Verdon / Australian Science &
Mathematics School
ConTested: Where do we sit on the non-test SATs?
Andrew Spitty/ Essential Assessment
Essential Assessment- Assessment and Curriculum Made Easy
Adele and Mel / Two Wells Primary School
One Hundred days of School
David Hemer / Marryatville High School
A coding and data analysis approach to mathematics
John Bament / O’Loughlin Catholic College
Creating music through coding and proportional reasoning
David Butler / University of Adelaide
The goal is not the goal; the end is not the end - making everyday maths
more playful
Dr Neil Davis & Tom Frossinakis / Australian Science & Mathematics School
/ MASA
Value adding with Maths projects
Michael Murphy / Cornerstone College
How an integrated unit lead to quadratics

Room

11-12

5

General

12

General

6

R-3

25

8-10

7

7-12

11

General

8

General

24

8

10

3:10 pm – 4:10 pm – “Happy Hour” / Sponsored by CASIO / Raffle / Prize draws
(Fill in your evaluation form (provided in your satchel) to win a prize
– enter into box at MASA Registration!) / Da Costa Dining Hall
NAME and ABSTRACT
ABDELAL, Nadia / Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Warm ups and engaging classroom activities
This workshop offers a number of interactive warm ups and activities that can be used
to tune students into a lesson or develop number sense and flexibility with number. The
activities range from simple counting to engaging geometry activities that encourage
conceptual understanding and spatial development.
AGNEW, Dylan / Kadina Memorial School
Starting out
This is the workshop I wanted as a preservice and 1st year teacher. This will be a best of
what I have learnt over the last three years, including resources, teaching styles, finding
a job/teaching pracs and generally things I wanted to be told early on! Particularly
aimed at per-service and new teachers but may be of interest to others.
AGNEW, Diana / Naracoorte High School WHITE, Bruce / University of South Australia
Developing algebraic, geometric and statistical reasoning
Reframing Mathematical Futures II was a 3 year National Project led by RMIT Professor
Dianne Siemon which developed learning progressions, diagnostic tools and learning
activities for the development of algebraic, geometric and statistical reasoning.
Naracoorte High School was one of 7 SA schools involved. I will share our experiences
with using assessment tools to target teaching and encourage the development of
reasoning.
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Workshop

Years

2.6

F - 10

2.2

Early
Career

4.4

7 – 10

ALBRECHT, Dr Amie / University of South Australia
The Game of SET
SET is a game that is more than just fun to play. Each card shows a design with four
attributes. A SET is a group of three cards where each attribute is either the same or
different across all cards. Along with encouraging logical and spatial reasoning skills, SET
inspires many mathematical questions from players of all levels — from primary students
to research mathematicians. Mathematical ideas in SET include counting and
combinatorics, In this workshop we'll experience the mathematical thinking needed
when exploring the game. We'll uncover just a few of the mathematical ideas in SET,
which are adaptable to a range of year levels, and hopefully pique your interest for
further exploration. No previous experience with SET is necessary.
ALLAN, Alison / Pembroke School
"Why do we have to study this?!? We'll never use it!"
As Maths teachers, it seems inevitable that we are asked this question, often
repeatedly, and particularly by our middle school students. This session aims to analyse
the source of the question, acknowledge its legitimacy, and consider possible responses
that provide opportunities for learning about/in Maths
ARNOLD, Sheree / Loxton High School
Critical and Creative Thinking in Mathematics
Critical and creative thinking is a pivotal capability that waves the STEM banner across
all classes, but how can we wave it harder in Maths? These are resources I have found
and/or developed over the years to encourage a broader thinking in our Maths
students.
BAMENT, John / O’Loughlin Catholic College, Darwin NT
Art of Mathematics
This practical, paint-inspired STEAM workshop will have you collecting data from the
pendulum swing, making predictions and analysing your results. We will also add a
splash of Colour Theory and Harmony, to inspire colour combinations and discuss which
will be the most visually effective
BAMENT, John / O’Loughlin Catholic College, Darwin NT
Creating music through coding and proportional reasoning
Did you know that Ancient Greeks, in particular the Pythagoreans, are known as the first
to investigate musical scales in terms of simple ratios? In this session, participants will use
proportional reasoning to write coded rhythm by representing each note with its sound
frequency and duration in time.
BAMENT, John / HOADLEY, Isabelle / O’Loughlin Catholic College, Darwin NT
Enhancing students understanding of common functions using modelling
In this SACE Mathematical Methods inspired workshop participants will: - use images
and technology to map functions and see their applications - look at Piecewise
functions to enhance understanding of domain and range - model problems using
exponentials/trig to address transformations and experience how Apps can enrich this
understanding.
BELL, Nick / Education Perfect
Using Education Perfect to inform your students and your teaching to improve learning
in maths
Education Perfect is an online learning and assessment resource that is aligned to the
Australian curriculum. The platform provides over 800 lessons based on the mastery
model that explicitly teaches the students a specific concept or skill and then asks them
to complete a series of questions and activities that allow them to gain mastery in that
particular topic. As a teacher you can quickly and easily choose questions from a large
bank and assess individual students or the class as a whole. These assessments are
automatically marked and provide you, as the teacher, a snapshot of each student’s
level of ability as well as gaining an overview of the class’s strengths and weaknesses.
These tasks can be used for pre-testing, quick formative assessments, NAPLAN
preparation, revision tests and summative assessments. Our Maths content aligns with
years 5-10A and each year level builds in complexity starting with a ‘Core Concepts’
folder that summarises key knowledge and skills required to begin each topic before
moving the students into work with a difficulty level that is aligned with that particular
year level or stage.
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4.6

General

2.5

General

1.1

6 - 10

3.5

7 - 12

6.6

7 - 12

2.1

11 - 12

1.9

4 - 12

BOND, Timothy / Gleeson College
Using OneNote in Year 10 Statistics
In 2018, I presented a 4 week unit on Statistics to my year 10 Maths class using OneNote
to enable students to explore issues in depth while developing their skills in statistics and
analysis. This workshop will explore the rationale, process and feedback from this topic.
BOOTH, Helen / Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Thinking outside the Strand
Finding ways to think smarter rather than harder to address the crowded maths
curriculum can at times be challenging. Identifying links across strands so that maths is
taught in context, "Thinking outside the strand" aims to helps teachers think creatively
and laterally to incorporate a variety of achievement statements into units of work.
BUTLER, David / University of Adelaide
⌊n!/e⌉ - my favourite formula
What is this formula? Why does it use those strangely mismatched brackets, and why
does it use both factorial and the number e? What is this supposed to calculate? And
why would someone love it so much that they put it on a t-shirt? In this seminar you will
find out the answers to all of these questions, and also find out what derangements
have to do with derivatives.
BUTLER, David / University of Adelaide
Quarter the Cross: Fractions, geometry and reasoning for all levels
Quarter the Cross is a task that seems simple: Colour one quarter of a cross made of five
squares. Yet it has the remarkable ability to engage people of all levels in discussion,
problem-solving, creativity and reasoning. I have seen teachers, mathematicians, and
students from early primary to university level use Quarter the Cross to investigate their
understanding of fractions, measurement and geometry. In this workshop you will have
the chance to experience several ways to use the problem in a classroom, and
investigate your own understanding of mathematical concepts.
BUTLER, David / University of Adelaide
The goal is not the goal; the end is not the end - making everyday maths more playful
I believe that everyone deserves to find joy in mathematics, even in textbook exercises.
In this workshop we will investigate how the mantra of "the goal is not the goal, the end
is not the end" can help to make both puzzles and everyday maths more playful, more
joyful and hence, more mathematical.
CALLINS, Ashleigh / Kapunda High School
Strategies for developing oracy and rich mathematical discourse in the Middle Years
The aim of this session is to identify strategies for developing students’ metacognition,
oral literacy and mathematical discourse in the Middle Years. Three specific strategies
will be introduced and attendees will have the opportunity to experience them first
hand as well as consider how they might be implemented in their own classroom. These
strategies have been implemented by Ashleigh based on Hattie’s Visible Learning and
School 21’s Oracy research (UK).
CAMPBELL, Allie / PULFORD, Stefania / Thebarton Senior College
Ozobots & the 6D's
Come and play with Ozobots. We will show you how they can be used in a classroom
setting, to promote critical and creative thinking as well as computational problem
solving. We will also discuss the 6D's and model how they can support you in this
endeavour.
CLAPPER, Mike / Australian Mathematics Trust
Algebra as Story telling
This presentation describes a framework for the introduction and development of
algebraic thinking which develops in students the understanding that algebra is about
'things that happen to numbers' in a narrative context. Whilst it draws on some wellunderstood pre-algebraic pedagogies such as machine games and back-tracking, it
develops these into a fuller picture of algebraic processes using the technique of
'unambiguous labelling' which relates every algebraic expression (or equation) to the
story which it tells about numbers. Many examples will be given of practical activities
which will allow students to use their emerging algebraic skills, explore patterns and
develop algebraic thinking.
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3.4

10

3.9

5-9

4.9

8 - 12

3.2

General

6.7

General

1.7

6-9

1.5

6 - 10

3.6

5 – 10

CLAPPER, Mike / Australian Mathematics Trust
Algorithmic Thinking
This workshop explains what an algorithm is and why algorithmic thinking is an important
component of the mathematics curriculum which can enhance student understanding
in a range of areas. It will include information on resources which can assist teachers in
developing such thinking in their students.
CLAPPER, Mike / Australian Mathematics Trust
Number Genetics
This presentation talks about prime factors as the DNA of numbers, and emphasises their
fundamental importance in students developing a sense of number. The talk will
present a number of ideas for developing student understanding and some problems
that can be solved by applying this understanding, together with ideas for student
investigations.
DAVIS, Neil / FROSSINAKIS, Tom / Australian Science & Mathematics School / MASA
Value adding Maths projects
A bulls-eye on the Australian curriculum including general capabilities. A wealth of ideas
to excite students and enrich their minds. IT CAN BE DONE. Value add even further by
entering projects into JSMEP - 7-10 and SAMTQ 11,12.
DAVIS, Neil / FROSSINAKIS, Tom / Australian Science & Mathematics School / MASA
Will you still love me if I give you the answer?
Students (and parents) appear to want or need the single correct answer to everything
as quickly as possible. The answer as an endpoint ends thinking and true learning, so it
could be argued that giving students an answer is exceedingly poor practise. To answer
or not to answer, that is the question.
DOUGAN, Allan / 3P Learning
The role of AR in Mathematics learning
As technology continues to disrupt all aspects of life, including learning and teaching,
this workshop will explore how emerging technologies such as augmented reality can
be harnessed to improve the quality of learning and teaching in our classrooms.
GARANIYA, Dr Vikram / Australian Maritime College, University of Tasmania
Maritime Engineering Maths in Schools Program
The massive increase in naval shipbuilding in Adelaide over the coming decades will
see a huge demand for maritime engineers - this program aims to help to address this
need by encouraging students to continue studying maths and show them where
studying maths can lead to in the future.
HARRADINE, Anthony / Prince Alfred College
Time to learn to program?
You know it is coming - you are going to have to learn to program and then help
nippers to learn to do the same. Start now! Start in an easy and enjoyable manner. I
promise there is little pain involved and you will enjoy the output. We will use BASIC on a
hand-held device and interact with, and hack, interesting code that relates to the
mathematics classroom.
HAWKEY, Mike / Two Wells Primary School
Engaging in maths with Scratch
Investigating geometry and patterns in maths using the Scratch graphical programming
environment.
HEMER, David / Marryatville High School
A coding and data analysis approach to mathematics
This talk will discuss experiences in using computer programming and data analysis as a
means for the students to gain a deeper understanding of skills and concepts covered
with the year 9 mathematics curriculum. Several coding projects that have been used
to enrich learning will be described.
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HOADLEY, Isabelle / LANNEN, Brian / O’Loughlin Catholic College, Darwin NT, Wodonga
Institute of TAFE
Maths in Motion - Plane geometry, rates and Linear Motion with a programmable robot
car
TI-Innovator ™ Rover is a two-wheeled programmable robotic device which works with
the TI-Innovator ™ Hub driven by coded programs from a connected calculator (eg TI84CE). Rover rolls over roadblocks to learning by providing students with a new way to
experience mathematics. The physical representation creates an additional entry point
to problem solving that connects mathematics, coding and movement rolling up the
on-ramp to robotics.
HOADLEY, Isabelle / LANNEN, Brian / O’Loughlin Catholic College, Darwin NT, Wodonga
Institute of TAFE
The importance of Algorithmic Thinking in Problem Solving
Coding is a helpful tool for problem solving but algorithmic thinking is the underlying
essential. These introductory practical exercises can quickly have your students writing
step-by-step statements that can be translated into lines of code, ready for easy
programming on digital technologies.
HOADLEY, Isabelle / LANNEN, Brian / O’Loughlin Catholic College, Darwin NT, Wodonga
Institute of TAFE
Monte Carlo Simulation: Throwing 'probability darts' for a non-calculus determination of
areas bounded by curves
This method uses repeated random sampling to estimate results that may otherwise be
difficult to investigate. This session uses technology to demonstrate two examples of the
Monte Carlo method and provides participants with a take-away lesson plan.
KELLAWAY, Jo / Australian Science & Mathematics School
Geogebra beyond the basics - I can draw a line and plot a function - so what next?
Geogebra is a free piece of software that allows you to graph and to explore Geometry
(among other things). This workshop is a hands-on exploration of some of the more
advanced tools this software has to offer. Use the spreadsheet to track points, animate
your graph, more bells and whistles. If you were at the Year 12 Methods and Spec
workshops then you have already seen this. Download the software onto your laptop or
tablet at https://www.geogebra.org/download.
KELLAWAY, Jo / Australian Science & Mathematics School
Points and lines and circles oh my
Geogebra is a free piece of software that allows you to graph and to explore Geometry
(among other things). This workshop is a hands-on exploration of some of the graphing
features of this software with a discussion on how you might use it in your classroom.
Draw circles and parallel lines like a pro. Explore the properties of a shape without
having to redraw lots of the same thing. Download the software onto your laptop or
tablet at https://www.geogebra.org/download
KELLAWAY, Jo / POTIKI, Jules / VERDON, Matt / Australian Science & Mathematics School
ConTested: Where do we sit on the non-test SATs?
The SACE Mathematics frameworks include the option for teachers to use different
forms of assessment. This workshop will provide a reflection on how oral presentations
have been used as the SATs in Stage 2 Maths courses to assess student learning, and
plans for practical-based SATs this year. We will facilitate a discussion of other proposed
assessment methods, challenges and opportunities. Bring your ideas and experiences to
share!
KORBOSKY, Richard / Dapma Educational Consultancy
Maths card games that make you think for Year 3 - 8
Get students excited to learn, think and communicate mathematically playing maths
cards games: Times Table, Tenth Game, Hundredth Game, Fraction Games and the
Relato Game which links fractions, decimals and percentage. The maths cards are
enjoyable, challenging and adaptable to different student ability levels. See how you
can get students to practice basic facts using a different strategy, focus on
mathematical language, see the same concept represented in different ways and
develop student's flexible mathematics thinking. See how the card games can be used
as an assessment tool. This session is for any teacher who has students who need a
different strategy to practice their basic facts in a range of mathematics ideas.
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KORBOSKY, Richard / Dapma Educational Consultancy
Maths card games that make you think for Year R - 2
Get students excited to learn, think and communicate mathematically playing maths
cards games: Subitising Game, Count - Oh Game, Numbers 20-110 Game, Problemo
Game. The maths cards are enjoyable, challenging and adaptable to different student
ability levels. See how you can get students to practice basic facts using a different
strategy, focus on mathematical language, see the same concept represented in
different ways and develop student's flexible mathematics thinking. See how the card
games can be used as an assessment tool. This session is for any teacher who has
students who need a different strategy to practice their early basic facts in a range of
mathematics ideas.
KORBOSKY, Richard / Dapma Educational Consultancy
Engaging students in applied maths that deals with real life using real data
This session on Football Maths involves students in looking at aspects of historical data or
new happenings, solving real life maths problems which could be novel or unfamiliar
problems, Interpreting data, making predictions and using tables to record the data or
solve the problems presented. Activities are posted weekly/fortnightly with current up
to date data and interesting social data on player and umpire statistics. This session will
not ask participants to perform any calculations. Come along and see what is involved
in Footy maths.
KUEH, Michelle / Mangahigh.com
The Neuroscience of Learning – Games Based Learning as a powerful way of training the
brain to understand and build long term memory
If you’re using an ICT Platform for maths learning, consider this: 1) Is it fun, energetic and
motivating? 2) Is it an effective substitute to worksheets/textbooks? 3) is it redefining the
way students learn… at the neuroscience level? Mangahigh places the neuroscience
of learning – developing understanding, long term memory formation, continued
growth, chunking activities to effectively learn, creating a growth mindset workflow – all
this in the centre of it’s design. How is the hippocampus and amydala involved in
learning maths? Which neurotransmitters are being released to create memory? What is
the difference between working memory, episodic memory and how is automaticity
created? Attend this session and you will learn more than just about Mangahigh.com,
but also a brief science lesson on our brain and memory formation – relating this to long
term progressive maths learning.
KYRIAZIS, Nick / Le Fevre High School
Middle school task to introduce linearity
A great way to introduce graphing straight lines is to use the idea of things that stack. I
will work through a middle school task using stackable cups and hopefully you will learn
something new that you can use in your classroom.
LORIMER-DERHAM, Andrew / Think Square : Learn Happy
Mind your Language! Teaching Mathematical vocabulary so it sticks
Getting lost overseas isn't much fun, especially when you can't read the signs or speak
the language! For a lot of students, solving maths problems feels much the same. The
good news is, we can do something about it. In this session, you'll be shown a range of
hands-on activities to provide a meaningful context for the use and repetition of
mathematical terms. Learning by immersion is the fastest, most natural way to
understand language, so let's make use of it by immersing our students in the world of
mathematics. This is a hands-on workshop.
LUPTON, Alastair / Le Fevre High School
Hand-held technology in the middle school - Stats and functions with a Casio graphics
calculator
Due to its prevalence in the senior school, many of us have access to handheld
technology in our middle school classes. One reason to take advantage of this is so that
students develop confidence in using this important tool, sooner rather than later. A
better reason is that handheld technology can support and enhance student learning
in important aspects of the middle school mathematics curriculum. In this workshop
some of the key functionality of a Casio graphics calculator will be explored, with a
particular focus on statistics and functions – linear and otherwise. No experience will be
assumed and “beginners” are most welcome. Bring your own Casio graphics calculator
or borrow a loan one.
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LUPTON, Alastair / Le Fevre High School
Hand-held technology resources - a guided tour
The Casio Education website has had something of a make-over recently. It has a
surprising amount of high quality resources, some on technology, some on teaching
mathematics, and some on teaching mathematics with technology. It is a treasure
trove! Come along for a guided tour, looking at freely available, classroom ready
resources. Everything from ‘whole topic’ units, through to single lesson ideas, video
support and even a test question bank! Bring a web enabled device or just sit back and
enjoy the walk-through. Breaking news: On-line PD now available – come along to find
out more!
MAENPAA, Marjut / Pembroke School
IT's done and IT's free
A showcase of my top 10 maths related free software/ready to use resources. Note: this
is a repeat of the workshop presented at Pembroke in October 2017.
MANUEL, Kate / Australian Association of Mathematics Teachers
Let’s play a card game!
Discover how an addition game turns into a probability game turns into a spatial game.
Use software to explore different strategies. Get your students thinking like
mathematicians.
McPHERSON, Raiph / Seaton High School
From Fingers to Polynomials: a constructivist approach to teaching place value
This presentation will explore the development of place value using a constructivist
approach. It begins with fingers and the traditional base ten columns but extends these
concepts by showing how one can count in any base and showing that polynomials
are just numbers in base x. Practical classroom activities, methods for extending gifted
and talented students, and pedagogical considerations are all included along the way.
MURPHY, Michael / Cornerstone College
How an integrated unit lead to quadratics
As a part of a new extended core program at Cornerstone College, the year 8 team set
the goal of authentically integrating mathematics as a part of a knowledge building
culture, and ensuring that extension opportunities continued to be available for
students. This workshop aims to explore the planning process, the learning tasks, and
methods for student tracking, as well as provide individual stories of some of the
amazing learning that occurred. Attendees will have a chance to view student
learning, experience a variety of pedagogy, and explore how the learning principles
can be applied to their classroom.
OKE, Anne / MASA
Simpson's Rule and what it means
The Year 12 Essential mathematics course has a section related to Simpson’s Rule. This
workshop will show you where this rule arises and how it is used in practical problems.
OKE, Anne / MASA
Mathematical Induction
The principle of mathematical induction is in both Year 11 and 12 mathematics courses.
While the process is simple enough the level of algebraic skill required can sometimes
make it a daunting topic for both teachers and students. This session will provide a
forum to discuss ideas associated with both introducing and proving hypotheses using
PMI.
PHILLIPS, Geoff / Geoff Phillips Publications
Fifty50 Mathematics: Free worksheets and the software used to create them
Geoff Phillips will take teachers on a tour of his free worksheet collection of over 1000
pdf files, and demonstrate some of the software used during their creation.
RISCHMUELLER, Maryanne / Two Wells Primary School
Odds and Evens
This is a very engaging lesson on Odd and Even numbers, where we will think
Algebraically and find the rules for adding and Subtracting odd and even numbers.
Ideas for games and activities which support the learning will also be explored.
Differentiation will be highlighted through the low entry points and high ceiling prompts.
This is from the reSolve resource bank.
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RISCHMUELLER, Maryanne / Two Wells Primary School
Sorting and grouping activities to teach Number sense
Inquiry-based learning where we will differentiate to engage all students, those who are
still needing to Trust the Count to those with a high level of PV understanding. We will
play with Venn diagrams and explore ways to compare attributes of blocks and
numbers. These lessons are based around one from the reSolve website
TASSONE, Adele / WARREN, Melissa / Two Wells Primary School
100th Day of School
This workshop provides teachers with strategies of how to deliver meaningful and
exciting learning opportunities to students to teach place value to 100. Explore how to
consolidate student fluency with numbers to 100 as students prepare to celebrate the
100th day of school.
SELVARAJ, Immanuel – Tutoring Wiz
Implementing a Structured Revision Process in class - How the Tutoring process can help
fulfil this objective
The current generation of students have an overload of information from multiple online
channels. In this environment the chances of concepts learnt in class being soon
forgotten is quite high. Implementing a structured revision process is critical, if teachers
are to ensure students remember concepts.
The Tutoring Wiz Process is completely automated and teachers, with very little effort,
can ensure their students remember concepts.
SOUTHWELL, Lisa / Trinity College Gawler
The General Course and the Future of Work
The Foundation for Young Australians Research predicts that there will be an increase of
77% more time using science and maths skills in the workplace by 2030 and 41% more
time on critical thinking and judgement. See how the General Course can be taught to
help students develop these skills.
SOUTHWELL, Lisa / Trinity College Gawler
Statistics and telling the story
Statistics skills in two lessons you can use now. 1, making use of single variable data and
2, fitting a linear model to numerical data. Using this data analysis to understand the
current story.
SPITTY, Andrew / Essential Assessment
Essential Assessment - Assessment and Curriculum Made Easy
Essential Assessment provides the opportunity for schools to deliver a whole school
consistent assessment and curriculum model for schools and allows schools to pre and
post-assess their students to the curriculum delivering a whole school consistent
reporting structure and the ability to identify the curriculum descriptors understood and
misunderstood by each student. Each classroom teacher is then able to create a
personalised and aligned curriculum for each student, group or class depending on the
requirements of each classroom teacher.
WOODARD-KNIGHT, Deb / Walford Anglican School for Girls
Using the CASIO fxCG50AU
Looking at techniques for using the CASIO fxCG50AU in Stage 1 and Stage 2
Mathematics.
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ATTENDEES CARPARK
Hackney Road Entrance Cross Main Oval to No. 5
Big School Room
For Registration
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